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The Fierce Love of Standing Rock(s)    by Rev. Rob Mark, 11/30/16 

 
 
When the invitation came from local leaders just over three weeks ago, there was no question in 
my gut that I needed to go.  To go stand in solidarity with those gathered in prayer at Standing 
Rock Reservation to oppose the $3.8 billion Dakota Access Pipeline. To go pray with my body 
alongside those who have so captured the moral longings of so many in our nation and world in 
recent months.   To go follow after Jesus who calls me to love my neighbor, steward creation, 
and speak truth to unjust powers in our world.   

 
 
I imagined my now-deceased, adopted Crow mother Joy Birdinground smiling as  the Spirit 
nudged me to put on the beaded buckskin stole she had made for my ordination and go.  Becky 
and Rowen agreed this was a calling, and I went with their heartfelt blessings and an agreement 
to represent them.  I also went representing you all, dear Church of the Covenant.  And while 
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some 524 of us clergy-types had the privilege to go, the truly impressive total number of people 
from congregations and communities supporting us numbered in the tens of thousands.   

 
 
The first words I heard from a Sioux man named Nicolas as we entered the Oceti Sakowin 
spirit-camp was, “Brother, welcome.”  Although our skin colors and socially allotted privilege 
were very different – our ancestral histories tracing back to opposite sides of the proverbial 
Thanksgiving table – in his view, we were siblings. We were family. And that simple 
acknowledgement had a profound affect on me.  It changed how I felt, how I carried myself the 
rest of the two days there.  This radical welcoming felt like a blessing and was again and again 
conveyed to us from other indigenous Water Protectors. It also felt to me like a baptismal 
shower of forgiveness. Unspoken forgiveness for the ways of white domination, theft and 
occupation of indigenous lives and land that my skin color and Christian history (in part) 
represent.   
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As I walked around the incredibly family-friendly, peaceful encampment, I heard how native 
Water Protectors (not protestors) refer to others as relatives – regardless of their tribal or often even 
non-indigenous identities.  And it is from this place of centered love of neighbor across 
difference, that the Protectors camp, pray and act.  As our group of clergy and native elders 
walked in song and prayer to the militarized barricaded bridge over troubled waters that serves 
as an intense demarcation zone blocking public state highway 1806 near where the pipeline is 
being built – I was deeply moved to hear Water Protectors praying for the riot police and 
Dakota Access Pipeline workers blocking the way.  Multiple voices called out “We love you, we 
forgive you”.  The words of Jesus came to mind, “Just as you did it to one of the least of these 
who are members of my family, you did it to me.”  The lesson that we are all one family is one of the 
many I pray that we as a nation are learning from Standing Rock.  It is certainly a lesson our 
post-election country needs to take to heart.  While we may have voted differently, we are one 
family.  One family that drinks the same water. One family that must come together in the 
Christ-like inspired spirit of fierce love to rise up clearly against any politician, policy or agenda 
that promotes racism, bigotry, misogyny, hatred, Islamophobia, homophobia or fear.  
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Brothers and sisters, what is unfolding at Standing Rock is a profound example of fierce love 
that defines today’s epicenter of civil and religious resistance against tyranny, nationalism and 
fear in our land. While in North Dakota, I saw first hand how, once again, Native Americans 
are facing defamation, exclusion and abuse at the hands of our country in order to protect and 
serve the profits of wealthy corporate interests. But I also saw how they are standing up non-
violently in the spirit of fierce love, love of enemy despite being met with incredible militarized 
force, rubber bullets, water cannons, concussion grenades, riot police, attack dogs and clouds of 
teargas. They are standing up against the racism that persists in 2016 and continues to lead to 
more broken treaties and environmental injustice. Lest we forget, the original plan for this 
pipeline was to cross under the Missouri river just north of Bismarck before white communities 
complained, and so the location was moved to just north of the Standing Rock Reservation.   

 
 
There is a Lakota prophecy that says if a black snake comes and spreads across the land, the 
world will end.  Those at Standing Rock see the Dakota access pipeline as that black snake, 
filled with dirty, water-polluting black oil.  And seeing this pipeline first hand, up close and 
personal, “protected” on either side with militarized barbed wire to keep the true Protectors 
away, snaking across God’s sacred landscape disrupting sacred burial grounds and threatening 
water, there was no question for me that this climate changing pipeline has the potential to be 
world-ending. And that is why this cause should be everyone’s cause.  Especially those of us 
who seek to follow Christ. We as part of the body of Christ have a vital role to play in joining in 
solidarity and accompaniment with these prophetic Water Protectors.   
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And that is why it was so good, and of profound historical significance, for our contingent of 
clergy from the UCC, PCUSA and many other Christian denominations along with other faith 
traditions, to show up in person at Standing Rock three weeks ago.  It was incredibly powerful 
to have the chance to say publicly before elders of various tribes gathered at the Sacred Fire that 
we acknowledge the historic role religion played in causing so much pain and violence.  It was 
humbling to be allowed to say we are sorry.  It was powerful to be able to collectively tell the 
truth that, “Police are protecting a dangerous, snaking pipeline that is being built because of a 
Church doctrine and we are here to say that we were wrong.” In handing over to elders copies 
of the Doctrine of Discovery (that infamous 15th century Church doctrine that gave white 
explorers the “right” to lay claim to lands they “discovered” – that our denominations have 
thankfully formally repudiated), we watched with deep gratitude as they burned them in front of 
us in a poignant moment of truth telling and reconciliation.  Following this moment of 
confession, all 524 of us representative clergy received a ritual smudging from burning cedar 
and sweet grass embers as a blessing that felt also like an assurance of pardon, before we went 
to the demarcation zone to pray.   
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Following these peaceful and prayerful hours of witness on the bridge, a smaller group of about 
100 of us felt led by the Great Spirit to travel to the capitol building in Bismarck to carry out a 
second public witness of prayer and solidarity at which 17 clergy were arrested for civil 
disobedience while singing and praying.  It was powerful to lead a march around the capitol 
with Rev. Julie and another dear colleague from New Bedford, Rev. Chris Morck. We stood up 
front holding a large banner that read, “Water is Life, No DAPL”, and sang, “I’m gonna stop 
that pipeline, down by the riverside,” and “This little light of mine”.   

 
But the most poignant moment of the day came after our procession had moved to a public 
sidewalk across from Governor Jack Dalrymple’s mansion to bear witness there with more song 
and prayer.  The governor appeared but refused to speak with our group of clergy despite our 
requests, and instead, deployed dozens of helmeted riot police to cordon us off.  Then, without 
warning, they grabbed and pulled across the street for arrest a young man who happened to be 
one of the few indigenous Water Protectors who had bravely accompanied us to the capitol.  
He like the rest of us had done nothing illegal and was specifically not there to conduct civil 
disobedience.  However, it was striking that he was the one arrested, while the rest of us, 
because of our socially allotted privilege, were not.  Thankfully, one of my Boston clergy friends 
and fellow climate activist, Rev. Mariama White-Hammond, spoke up with incredible poise and 
courage to the arresting officer and pointed out the injustice of that moment.  Her clear 
speaking of truth to power in a way that also humanized this officer served to quickly de-
escalate this high-tension moment.  This allowed us to keep our group calm and strategically 
negotiate with these officers to say we would freely disperse as soon as and only if this young 
man, named Eric, was released from custody.  For we are all one family.  After some time, the 
police agreed; Eric was released; and we kept our word and dispersed.   
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Mariama is an African-American woman.  And her powerful truth telling to an all-white police 
force – demanding that an indigenous young man be set free – reminds us that what is 
happening at Standing Rock is clearly linked to our nation’s scourge of systemic racism.  As our 
focus this fall at COTC has been teaching us, race and identity are deeply connected to the 
work for climate justice, clean water and indigenous rights.  And as our faith reminds us, this 
work is ultimately about love.  For we follow a God who creates each of us in the Divine image 
and desires that we work for reconciliation and truth telling.  The words of the Water 
Protectors, “we love you, we forgive you”, linger in my ears. 

 
 
There is more to say about this experience, but this article is already too long.  I am deeply 
grateful for you reading this.  I am deeply grateful for your prayers for Standing Rock.  I am 
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deeply grateful for your willingness to join in this ongoing work of solidarity.  The reality on the 
ground in snow-covered North Dakota is shifting daily.  The Army Corps of Engineers has sent 
notice that they intend to clear the sacred encampment by Dec. 5.  We will be posting more 
information on our cotcbos.org website and listserv about how we as people of faith can best 
respond in this rapidly changing situation of accompaniment and witness.  So stay tuned (and 
see below for some simple but meaningful phone call advocacy).  And one thing that will always 
be needed is our continued heartfelt prayers and love, as we all become standing rocks in 
solidarity.   
 
In peace and prayers, Water is Life, 
Rob 
 
PS. One meaningful thing that we’ve been asked to do is make phone calls to any of the 
following, with a sample message like: 
"Hello Sheriff (or Governor), My name is _______ and I am calling as a Christian who is 
deeply concerned with what is happening at Standing Rock. I plead with you to help stop the 
over-militarized response of police to non-violent, peaceful and prayerful advocacy on behalf of 
clean water and sacred lands. We need our public servants to be protecting people and their 
lands and not the profit of private companies. In light of recent violent responses of police, we 
need an immediate stop to both the use of unjustified riot police tactics like water cannons and 
concussion grenades, and the immediate stop to the construction of the pipeline and the 
highway blockade to be removed. I trust and pray you will do the right thing to stop this 
violence in the spirit of loving your neighbor. Thank you." 
 
ND Office of the Governor: 701-328-2200.  
Morton County Sheriff's Department:  
701-328-8118 & 701-667-3330.  
ND National Guard: 701-333-2000 
202 224.2043 call the senator of North Dakota  
202-456-1111 Obama 
 
	  


